Large scale decentralized systems, such as P2P, sensor or IoT device networks are becoming increasingly common, and require robust protocols to address the challenges posed by the distribution of data and the large number of peers belonging to the network. In this paper, we deal with the problem of mining frequent items in unstructured P2P networks. This problem, of practical importance, has many useful applications. We design P2PSS, a fully decentralized, gossip-based protocol for frequent items discovery, leveraging the Space-Saving algorithm. We formally prove the correctness and theoretical error bound. Extensive experimental results clearly show that P2PSS provides very good accuracy and scalability, also in the presence of highly dynamic P2P networks with churning. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first gossip-based distributed algorithm providing strong theoretical guarantees for both the Approximate Frequent Items Problem in Unstructured P2P Networks and for the frequency estimation of discovered frequent items.
Introduction
Large scale decentralized systems, such as P2P (Peer to Peer), sensor or IoT (Internet of Things) device networks are becoming increasingly common. As an example, P2P based systems underlie popular sharing platforms allowing data exchange among a large number of users. However, dissemination and delivery of valuable data and information is complicated by the distributed nature of the network. The lack of a central authority in charge of administration forces the need for fully decentralized protocols in which the peers interact and collaborate towards a common goal.
In the case of structured P2P networks, the underlying topology may be exploited in the design of a distributed protocol. However, for unstructured networks, the lack of a specific topology must be also taken into account. A possibility, commonly found in many protocols, is to impose a topology: these protocols rely on the construction of a spanning tree, which is then used for information dissemination. A popular alternative is the use of gossip-based communication mechanisms. Informally, a gossip-based protocol can be though of as a sequence of rounds in which each peer randomly selects one or more peers, exchanges its local state information with the selected peers and updates its local state by using the received information.
Owing to the randomized choices made by the peers in each round of the distributed computation, it may appear somewhat surprising that gossip-based protocols can provide a fast and accurate solution to the problem of providing a consistent global view of the information locally stored at each peer.
In this paper, we deal with the problem of mining frequent items in unstructured P2P networks. Mining of frequent items (also known as heavy hitters) is a problem of fundamental importance, both from a theoretical and practical perspective, as witnessed by the considerable attention and recognition received, which led to a huge number of related publications. Different scientific communities refer to the problem as market basket analysis [2] , hot list analysis [30] and iceberg query [27] , [1] .
Among the many possible applications, consider a large P2P network such as BitTorrent and the need to collect useful statistics on the service, such as the most frequently accessed files. The relevant information is distributed amongst the peers, therefore applications that need a global view of such information/statistics encounter particular difficulties to operate, and a distributed algorithm is required to solve the problem. The optimization of cache performance in distributed storage systems and the performance improvement of distributed information retrieval in search engines obviously require the knowledge of the most frequently accessed data and, respectively, metadata. Distributed frequent items algorithm can also help detecting Internet worms or DDoS (Distributed Denial of Service) attacks to a network, by respectively tracking frequently recurring bit strings, or frequently accessed web servers, and reporting frequencies above a specified threshold [40] . The problem of detecting superspreaders, which are sources that connect to a large number of distinct destinations, is also useful in P2P networks, where it could be used to find peers that talk to a lot of other peers without keeping per-peer information as in traditional approaches.
Other possible applications concern frequent queries, globally across the whole network:
• Popular products. The input may be the page views of products on Amazon yesterday; heavy hitters are then the most frequently viewed products;
• Popular search queries. The input may consist of all of the searches on Google yesterday; heavy hitters are then searches made most often;
• TCP flows. The input may be the data packets passing through a network switch, each annotated with a source-destination pair of IP addresses. The heavy hitters are then the flows that are sending the most traffic.
We recall here other applications, including network traffic analysis [21] , [26] , [44] , analysis of web logs [13] , Computational and theoretical Linguistics [29] .
The problem can be solved by designating one of the peers as a central manager, and letting each peer communicate its local information to the manager peer. Once the whole dataset has been obtained, the manager peer solves the problem sequentially by scanning and processing as required the dataset, in order to aggregate the information. However, this kind of solution incurs considerable communication; besides, it may also be slower. Therefore, this kind of approach is not practical for large datasets, since in this case the central manager becomes a bottleneck.
Our P2PSS algorithm can be briefly described as follows. Each peer processes, by using the Space-Saving algorithm, its local stream of data (or, alternatively, its local dataset) and determines its local frequent items. In order to retrieve the global frequent items, the peers engage in a gossip-based distributed averaging protocol. In each round, they exchange and update their local state, consisting of their Space-Saving stream summary data structure and their current estimate of the number of items in the union of the local streams (or datasets) and of the number of peers in the network.
The contributions of this work are the following ones: (i) we design P2PSS, a fully distributed and gossipbased protocol for frequent items discovery, leveraging the Space-Saving algorithm [41] ; (ii) we formally prove the correctness and theoretical error bound of P2PSS; (iii) extensive experimental results clearly show that P2PSS provides very good accuracy and scalability.
This paper is organized as follows. We present in Section 2 preliminary definitions and concepts that shall be used in the rest of the manuscript. Next, we present our P2PSS algorithm in Section 3. We provide an indepth theoretical analysis of the algorithm, formally proving its correctness and theoretical error bound, in Section 4. We present and discuss extensive experimental results in Section 5, and recall related work in Section 6. Finally, we draw our conclusions in Section 7.
Preliminary definitions
In this Section we introduce preliminary definitions and the notation used throughout the paper. We first introduce the frequent items problem, both in its exact and approximate form, and then we recap the definitions related to the gossip-based protocols.
Frequent items problem
Let n be the number of items in the input N = {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n }, and U = {1, 2, . . . , m} a universe set from which items are drawn. Therefore, m = |U| is the maximum number of possible distinct items in the input. In the sequel, we shall use the notation [m] to denote the set 1, 2, . . . , m. Definition 1. Given an input N consisting of n elements, the frequency of an item i ∈ [m] is the number of occurrences of i in N, that is,
We denote by f = ( f 1 , . . . , f m ) the frequency vector, i.e. the vector whose ith entry is the frequency of item i. It is worth noting here that ||f|| 1 , which is the 1-norm of f, is by definition the total number of occurrences of all of the items; for this particular setting of the problem, ||f|| 1 = n (in other settings the input may consist of pairs {(s i , w i )} i=1,2,...,n where each occurrence s i is associated to a weight w i ; the definition of frequency of an item changes accordingly).
Letting 0 < φ < 1 be a support threshold, we can define φ-frequent items as follows.
Definition 2.
Given an input N consisting of n elements, and a real value 0 < φ < 1, the φ-frequent items of N are all those items whose frequency is above φn, i.e. the elements in the set F = {s ∈ [m] : f s > φn}.
We are now ready to state the problem of finding the exact φ-frequent items of an input stream. Problem 1 is hard or not feasible with limited time and memory resources. In particular, it requires space linear in n. Therefore, we shall refer to an approximate version of the problem that accepts the presence of false positives, but can be solved with limited space.
Problem 2. (Approximate Frequent Items Problem)
Given an input N consisting of n elements drawn from the universe [m], a value 0 < φ < 1 and a value 0 < ǫ < φ, the Approximate Frequent Items Problem consists in finding a set H, such that:
H contains all of the items s with frequency f s > φn
(φ-frequent items); 2. H does not contain any item s such that f s ≤ (φ − ǫ)n.
In this paper, we are concerned with the Approximate Frequent Items Problem in the context of unstructured P2P networks, formally defined as follows. 
Gossip-based protocol
A gossip-based protocol [22] is a synchronous distributed algorithm consisting of periodic rounds. In each of the rounds, a peer (or agent) randomly selects one or more of its neighbours, exchanges its local state with them and finally updates its local state. The information is disseminated through the network by using one of the following possible communication styles: (i) push, (ii) pull or (iii) push-pull. The main difference between push and pull is that in the former a peer randomly selects the peers to whom it wants to send its local state, whilst in the latter it randomly selects the peers from whom to receive the local state. Finally, in the hybrid push-pull communication style, a peer randomly selects the peers to send to and from whom to receive the local state. In this synchronous distributed model it is assumed that updating the local state of a peer is done in constant time, i.e., with O(1) worst-case time complexity; moreover, the duration of a round is such that each peer can complete a push-pull communication within the round.
We are interested in a specific gossip-based protocol, which is called distributed averaging, and can be considered as a consensus protocol. We are given a network of peers described by an undirected graph G = (V, E), where V = {1, . . . , p} is the set of peers' identifiers, and E is the set of edges modelling the communication links between pairs of peers. We assume, for the purpose of our theoretical analysis, that peers and communication links do not fail, and that neither new peers can join the network nor existing peers can leave it (the socalled churning phenomenon). Therefore, the graph G describing the underlying network topology is not timevarying. However, it is worth noting here that our algorithm also works in time-varying graphs in which the network can change owing to failures and churning and we shall show an experimental evidence of that in Section 5.1, in which we discuss the effect of churn.
In uniform gossiping, a peer i can communicate with a randomly selected peer j. Instead, in our scenario the communication among the peers is restricted to neighbour peers i.e., two peers i and j are allowed to communicate if and only if the edge (i, j) ∈ E; we assume that communication links are bidirectional: the existence of the edge (i, j) implies the existence of the edge ( j, i). Initially, each peer i is provided with or computes a real number v i ; the distributed averaging problem requires designing a distributed algorithm allowing each peer computing the average v avg = 1 p p i=1 v i by exchanging information only with its neighbours. Letting v i (r) be the peer i estimated value of v avg at round r, a gossip interaction between peers i and j updates both peers' variables so that at round r + 1 it holds that v i (r + 1) = v j (r + 1) = 1 2 (v i (r) + v j (r)). Of course, for a peer i which is not gossiping at round r it holds that v i (r + 1) = v i (r). It can be shown that distributed averaging converges exponentially fast to the target value v avg . In general, a peer is allowed to gossip with at most one peer at a time. In our algorithm, we allow each peer the possibility of gossiping with a predefined number of neighbours. We call fan-out f o of peer i the number of its neighbours with which it communicates in each round; therefore, 1 ≤ f o ≤ |{ j : (i, j) ∈ E}|. Therefore, we explicitly allow two or more pairs of peers gossiping at the same time, with the constraint that the pairs have no peer in common. We formalize this notion in the following definition. In our algorithm multiple non-interacting pairs of allowable gossips may occur simultaneously. Noninteractivity is required in order to preserve and guarantee correctness of the results; in the literature noninteractivity is also called atomic push-pull communication: given two peers i and j, if peer i sends a push message to j, then peer i can not receive in the same round any intervening push message from any other peer k before receiving the pull message from j corresponding to its initial push message.
It is worth noting here that our algorithm do not require explicitly assigning identifiers to the peers, and we do so only for convenience, in order to simplify the analysis; however, we do assume that each peer can distinguish its neighbours.
The P2PSS algorithm
The main idea of our P2PSS algorithm is to let each peer determine its local frequent items by processing its local stream of data (or, alternatively, its local dataset) with the Space-Saving algorithm. Then, the peers engage in a gossip-based distributed averaging protocol, exchanging their local state which consists of the SpaceSaving stream summary data structure obtained after processing the input stream, and two estimates related respectively to the number of items in the union of the local streams and to the number of peers in the network.
P2PSS is shown as pseudo-code in Algorithm 1. It consists of several procedures. The initialization procedure requires the following parameters: l, the peer's identifier; N l , the local dataset to be processed by peer l; C, the convergence factor (whose role shall be explained in Section 4.1); k, the number of counters to be used for the Space-Saving stream summary data structure; R, the number of rounds to be performed by the distributed algorithm; p * , an estimate of the number of peers in the network (we only require p * ≥ p); φ, the threshold to be used to determine the frequent items; ǫ, the error tolerance and 0 < δ < 1, the probability of failure of the algorithm. Each peer l initializes a SpaceSaving stream summary data structure with k counters, sets the current round r to zero and its estimateñ r,l of the average number of items over all of the peers to the number of items in its local dataset. The variableñ r,l is therefore an estimate for the quantityn =
Then, the peer whose identifier is 1 setsq r,l to 1 and all of the other peers sets this value to zero. The variableq r,l is used to estimate the number p of peers by using the distributed averaging protocol: indeed, upon convergence this value approaches with high probability 1/p. Next, each peer processes its local dataset N l by using the Space-Saving algorithm, obtaining as a result the stream summary S r,l containing its local frequent items. It is worth noting here that N l does not need to be a locally stored dataset: indeed, the input can be a stream and, as such, its items may be processed one at a time in a streaming fashion, without requiring explicitly local storage. The peer local state is a tuple state r,l consisting of the peer's local summary S r,l , and the estimatesñ r,l andq r,l .
The gossip procedure lasts for R rounds. During each round a peer increments r, the current round, selects f o (the fan-out) neighbours uniformly at random and sends to each of them its local state in a message of type push. Upon receiving a message, each peer executes the on receive procedure. From the message, the peer extracts the message's type, sender and state sent. A message is processed accordingly to its type as follows. A push message is handled in two steps. In the first one, the peer updates its local state by using the state received; this is done by invoking the update procedure that we shall describe later. In the second one, the peer sends back to the sender, in a message of type pull, its updated local state. A pull message is handled by a peer setting its local state equal to the state received.
The update procedure, shown in pseudo-code as Algorithm 2, works as follows: the two local summaries of peers i and j are merged by invoking the merge procedure reported in Algorithm 3, producing the stream summary S; since we want to implement a distributed averaging protocol, we scan the counters of the stream summary S, and for each counter c we update its frequency c. f dividing it by 2; finally, we compute as re- S r,l ← SpaceSaving(N l , k) 10: state r,l ← (S r,l ,ñ r,l ,q r,l ) 11: end procedure 12: procedure GOSSIP 13: for r = 0 to R do 14: neighbours ← select f o random neighbours 15: for each i ∈ neighbours do return H 44: end procedure quired by the averaging protocol the estimatesñ andq and return the updated state just computed.
Here we briefly recap how merging works: for each item belonging to both the local summaries of peers i and j, we insert the item in the output stream summary with an estimated frequency equal to the sum of its estimated frequencies in the two input summaries. If an item belongs to just one of the summaries, its estimated frequency in the output stream summary is equal instead to the sum of its estimated frequency and the minimum estimated frequency in the other summary. Finally, if the output stream summary contains more than k counters (the output summary may contain at most 2k items; this happens when all of the items in both summaries are distinct), we prune the summary and return as output summary only the first k items with the greatest estimated frequencies, otherwise we return the output summary as is.
Finally, the user can issue a query procedure to an arbitrary peer to retrieve the frequent items determined by our algorithm. This is done by computing t, a threshold that determines whether an item is a candidate frequent or not, andp r,l , the estimate of p. Note that t is defined in terms of ǫ * , whose meaning shall be explained in the Section devoted to the theoretical analysis of the algorithm. Then, we initialize H to an empty set and scan each of the counters in the local stream summary S r,l , checking whether the frequency c. f of the item c.i stored in the counter c is greater than the threshold t or not. For each item which is determined to be candidate frequent, we add the tuple (c.i, c. f ×p r,l ) to H and finally we return H. 
for each counter c ∈ S do state ← (S,ñ,q) 11: return state 12: end procedure
To better explain the P2PSS algorithm, we propose and discuss an example. Let us suppose that there are 4 peers, each with a stream summary holding 4 counters. Figure 1a shows the state of the stream summary for
Algorithm 3 Merge
Require: S 1 , S 2 : vector representing summaries of k counters ordered by item's frequency; k, number of counters in each summary;
⊲ Select k counters with the greatest frequencies and delete the others return S M each peer before starting the gossip protocol. For each item (identified by a letter), its frequency is reported. Suppose that, during the first round, peer p 0 exchanges data with p 1 and peer p 2 with p 3 . Figure 1b depicts the peers' stream summaries at the end of the first round. Supposing that in the second round p 1 exchanges data with p 2 and p 0 with p 3 , Figure 1c provides the state of the stream summaries converged to the final values. Each summary reports the average estimate (with regard to the number of peers) of the items' frequency.
Theoretical analysis
Before proceeding with our analysis, we need to recall the results by Jelasity et al. in [32] on which we rely for our discussion. Jelasity et al. in the cited paper propose a gossip-based algorithm for computing the average value of numbers held by the nodes of a network. They show that the algorithm converges to the true average value and give an estimation of its convergence factor. Their reasoning is based on a centralized algorithm operating globally on the distributed state of the system that allows simplifying the theoretical analysis by conveniently simulating the gossip-based distributed version of the algorithm. Even though the analysis of [32] relies on uniform gossiping (i.e., the underlying topology is described by a complete graph), there is no significant difference between the performance of randomized gossiping in complete graphs and sparse random graphs [23] [28] (this has been experimentally verified by Jelasity et al.). Therefore, in this Section we shall follow the Jelasity et al. strategy and show that P2PSS also converges and correctly solves the Approximate Frequent Items Problem in Unstructured P2P Networks.
Jelasity's averaging algorithm
The centralized AVG algorithm by Jelasity et al., takes a vector w r of length p representing the state of the nodes after the rth round (p is the number of nodes in the network and each component of the vector is a value held by a node) and produces a new vector w r+1 = AVG(w r ) of the same length, representing the state of the system after another round of gossip. At each elementary step of AVG, two selected nodes update their state so that the vector w r becomes: After p elementary steps AVG returns the vector w r+1 . Through a proper selection of the pair of nodes, this algorithm can reproduce the behavior of the distributed gossip-based averaging algorithm introduced by Jelasity et al., since each call to AVG corresponds to a round of that algorithm. We refer the interested reader to [32] for all of the details.
Here, we only recall the results essential for our purposes. The averaging protocol proposed by Jelasity et al. and its centralized equivalent can be seen as variance reduction algorithms. Consider a variance measure σ 2 r defined as:
where w r,l is the value held by peer l after r rounds of the gossip algorithm andw = 1 p p l=1 w 0,l is the mean of the initial values held by the peers. The authors in [32] state that, if ψ k is a random variable denoting the number of times a node k is chosen as a member of the pair of nodes exchanging their states during a round of the protocol, and each pair of values w r,i and w r, j selected by each call to GetPair are uncorrelated, then the following theorem holds. 
The random variable ψ only depends on the particular implementation of GetPair. From eq. (3), the convergence factor is defined as:
Therefore, the convergence factor depends on ψ and, as a consequence, on the pair selection method. Jelasity et al. compute the convergence factor for different implementations of the pair selection method, but we are only interested in the one which allows simulating the distributed gossip-based averaging protocol, which they call GetPair Distr. This method consists in drawing a random permutation of the nodes and then, for each node in that permutation, choosing another random node in order to form a pair. For this selection method, the convergence factor is C = E[2
. We now derive from Theorem 1 the following proposition. 
Proposition 2. Let δ be a user-defined probability, w r,l the value held by peer l after r rounds of the averaging protocol, p the number of peers participating in the
Proof. From eq. (3) it follows that:
where σ 2 0 depends on the distribution of the initial numbers among the peers. Through the Markov inequality, we have that:
or
Considering eqs. (2) and (6), it holds that:
As a consequence, with probability at least 1 − δ:
which implies:
This proves the proposition.
Eq. (5) gives an upper bound on the error made by any peer in estimating the valuew after r rounds of the Jelasity's averaging algorithm. This bound is probabilistic and it is valid with probability greater than or equal to 1 − δ.
Merging of Space-Saving summaries
P2PSS follows the same structure of the gossip-based averaging protocol by Jelasity et al., but it is based on the procedure introduced by Cafaro et al. in [9] in order to merge Space-Saving summaries. The Merge algorithm has been introduced in Section 3, here we briefly recap its properties. We shall use multisets to represent both the input streams and the corresponding summaries. 
where the integer-valued function f N , for each x ∈ N, provides its frequency (or multiplicity), i.e., the number of occurrences of x in N. The cardinality of N is expressed by
whilst the cardinality of the underlying set N is
A multiset, or bag, is defined by a proper set (the support set) and a multiplicity function: it is a set where elements can be repeated, i.e., an element in a multiset can have multiplicity greater than one.
Let U = [d] be the universe from which the items in input are drawn and let
be two Space-Saving summaries with at most k distinct items, corresponding respectively to N 1 and N 2 . Let ⊕ k be the merge operation described in [9] and shown in pseudo-code as Algorithm 3, where subscript k indicates the maximum number of distinct items in each involved summary. Then, the summary
with at most k distinct items that continues to guarantee the same bounds on size and error of the original summaries. In particular, the following relations hold, for each item e ∈ N, beingf
The properties in eqs. (15)- (18) guarantee that if S 1 and S 2 respect the same properties (and it has been proven that Space-Saving summaries do), then S M contains all of the φ-frequent items of N with φ > 1/k and solves the Approximate Frequent Items Problem in Unstructured P2P Networks with tolerance ǫ = 1/k.
Convergence of P2PSS
Let M be the class of all the multisets with support set included in U. Let us introduce the operation
has the same support set of N, but each element has a fraction 1/d of the multiplicity it has in N, where we explicitly allow for fractional multiplicities. We have that
it is immediate to see that if S is a summary for N, then ⊘ d (S) is a summary for ⊘ d (N). In fact, if we divide by d all of the terms in eqs. (15)- (18), the same relations continue to hold. Furthermore, it holds that 
Algorithm 4 is similar to AVG algorithm discussed in Section 4.1, but it operates on multisets rather than single values. Initially, each peer computes a local summary on its input stream, through the execution of Space-Saving with k counters, then the distributed protocol starts.
The initial distributed state of the system can be represented by the vector of the local summaries S 0 = (S 0,1 , S 0,2 , . . . , S 0,p ), where p is the number of peers participating in the protocol. Another vector is naturally associated to S 0 : the vector of the local input streams N 0 = (N 0,1 , N 0,2 , . . . , N 0,p ) . We have that Each call to AVG-Merge corresponds to a round of P2PSS. It modifies S r , the vector of the summaries held by the peers at the end of round r, producing the vector S r+1 . Furthermore, implicitly also N r , the vector of local input streams to which the summaries refer, changes to N r+1 . In fact, let S r and N r be the vectors of the summaries owned by each peer and the corresponding partitions of the input stream N after the rth round. Then, after each iteration of the main loop of AVG-Merge, letting (i, j) be the pair of communicating peers, i.e. the pair selected by GetPair, the vector of summaries becomes:
and the corresponding vector of partitions of the input stream shall change to:
From what we said on the operations ⊕ and ⊘, after each elementary iteration of AVG-Merge, two invariants hold:
1. each peer l owns a summary S r,l which is a correct Space-Saving summary for the portion of input stream N r,l ; 2.
These invariants remain true after each iteration of the main loop of AVG-Merge and, consequently, after each call to AVG-Merge, that is after each round of the P2PSS distributed protocol, when we derive from the vectors S r and N r , the new vectors S r+1 and N r+1 .
We can state that, for r → ∞, the two vectors S r and N r converge respectively to: (21) and
where N avg = ⊘ p (N) and S avg is a correct summary of N avg . This means that all of the peers converge to a summary of ⊘ p (N), from which, for the properties of the operations ⊕ and ⊘, a correct summary for N can be derived by computing ⊘ 1 p (S avg ) (we actually need to know the number of peers, which is not always the case, but we shall see in the following how we can estimate p), i.e. P2PSS converges.
Thanks to the invariants discussed above, in order to prove the convergence of the summaries to S avg , it's enough to verify that the local input streams implicitly induced by the algorithm converge to N avg .
We can represent each initial local input stream N 0,l for l = 1, 2, . . . , p, as the frequencies' vector of the items in that stream,f 0,l = (f 0,l,1 ,f 0,l,2 , . . . ,f 0,l,d ). Each valuẽ f 0,l,i corresponds to the frequency that item i has in the initial local stream held by peer l. In this representation the operator ⊘ p on a multiset translates to a multiplication of the frequencies' vector corresponding to that multiset by the scalar 1/p. Now, the implicit transformation that the local streams of the selected peers, i and j, undergo at each elementary iteration of AVG-Merge, i.e., eq. (20), can be rewritten as:
whereF r is a matrix whose columns are the peers' vectors of frequencies after r rounds, i.e. eachf r,l is the frequencies' vector correspoding to the the multiset N r,l . This matrix corresponds to the vector of multisets N r in eq. (20) . Eventually, it can be recognized in eq. (23) the elementary step of the Jelasity's protocol applied in parallel to each one of the components of the frequencies' vectors of peers i and j. We already know that the Jelasity's averaging protocol converges to the average of the values initially owned by the peers. Thus, for r → ∞,F r converges to:F
where f avg is:
which is the representation as frequencies' vector of the multiset N avg in eq. (22), proving the convergence.
Estimating the number of peers
As shown in the previous paragraph we need to estimate p, the number of peers participating in the protocol, in order to estimate the global frequencies of the items included in the final summary of a peer.
We can do that executing in parallel with P2PSS an instance of the Jelasity's averaging protocol with initial values equal to 0, except for one peer which is assigned the value 1. In this way, the average of the values initially held by the peers is 1/p and we can estimate it with an error which depends on the number of rounds executed. We now analyze this error and its bound.
According to eq. (2), we have that σ 2 0 = 1/p. Letp r,l be the estimation of the number of peers p at round r by the peer l, andq r,l = 1/p r,l . From eq. (5), it holds that, with probability 1 − δ:
Settingǭ = C r δ , we have that:
Assuming the constraintǭ < 1/p, all of the members of the previous relation are positive, hence it holds that:
The problem with eq. (28) is that the estimation error bounds depend on p, but we may not know p in advance. To overcome this problem, we introduce the value p * ≥ p, that is an estimate of the maximum number of peers we expect in the network, and we compute new bounds based on this value. Under the constraint p * ≥ p, we can be confident on the new computed bounds, though they may be weaker.
Let us set ǫ * = p * ǭ . Given the constraint onǭ, it holds that 0 < ǫ * < 1, and, with probability 1 − δ, for any peer l = 1, 2, . . . , p:
Gossip-based approximation
In the discussion on the convergence of P2PSS, we have seen that, at round r and for a peer l, the summary S r,l held by that peer implicitly refers to a stream represented by the multiset N r,l , or the frequencies' vector f r,l . Thus, the eqs. (15)- (18) are valid for S r,l with reference to N r,l . As a consequence, we need to compute how far the frequencies of items in f r,l are from those in f avg , that is the vector of true average frequencies.
For what we said in the previous paragraph we can do that by referring to the Jelasity's protocol and eq. (5). Let us denote by f i the global frequency of item i and letf r,l,i be the estimation of the average frequency of that item, i.e. f i /p by peer l, after round r. According to eq. (5), with probability 1 − δ for any peer l ∈ [p] and any item i ∈ [d]:
The initial distribution σ 2 0 of the local frequencies of the chosen item over the peers is not known in advance, but the worst case happens when only one peer has the whole quantity f i and the other p−1 peers hold the value 0. In this case, it follows that σ 2 0 ≤ f 2 i /p, and hence, with probability 1 − δ:
Considering the definition ofǭ and ǫ * , it holds that:
that is:
With a similar reasoning, we can also determine a relationship between the sum of all of the local items' frequencies, for any peer l, after the r-th round of the algorithm, i.e.,ñ r,l = |N r,l |, and the sum of all of the items' frequencies in the global stream, n = |N|. With probability 1 − δ, for any peer l ∈ [p] and any item i ∈ [d]:
Space-Saving approximation
At last, let us consider again the invariants of our algorithm: after a round of P2PSS, the summary held by a peer changes and the local stream to which that peer refers changes accordingly so that each peer continues to hold a correct summary for its corresponding portion of the input global stream. This means that each peer's summary S r,l estimates the frequency of an item in the redistributed local stream N r,l within the error bounds guaranteed by eqs. (15) 
Correctness and error bounds
We shall show here that given a summary S r,l obtained by any peer l after r rounds of P2PSS, we can select a set of items and their corresponding estimated frequencies solving the Approximate Frequent Items Problem in Unstructured P2P Networks stated in Section 2.
We shall also determine the error bounds on frequencies' estimation and the relation among the number k of counters to be used by each node and the number r of rounds to be executed in order to guarantee the false positives' tolerance requested by the user. Theorem 3. Given an input stream N of length n, distributed among p nodes, a threshold parameter 0 < φ < 1, and a probability of failure 0 < δ < 1, after r rounds of P2PSS, any peer can returns a set H of items and their corresponding estimated frequencies, so that, with probability 1 − δ:
H includes all of the items in N that have frequency f > φn; 2. H does not include any items in
with a false positives tolerance ǫ =
which is bonded by the number of counters k used for the summaries and the number of rounds r executed.
Proof. We first recap the main relations we proved above, valid with probability 1 − δ, for all the items i in the summary S r,l and any given peer l, after round r: 
We need to select all of the items whose global frequency f i is greater than the threshold φn. From the relations (36)-(39), we can derive the following:
Thus, we do not need to output all of the items in the summary S r,l , but only those ones which have an estimated frequency respecting the following relation:
In order to compute the error, in terms of false positives' tolerance, that we commit with this selection criterion, we can use again eqs. (36)- (39) and prove that if f r,l,i > φñ r,l 1−ǫ * 1+ǫ * , then, with probability 1 − δ:
In fact:f
Thus, we can conclude that, with reference to the problem definition, with probability 1 − δ, no items with frequency f i ≤ (φ − ǫ)n shall be reported in H, with ǫ =
Frequency estimation error bounds
The frequency estimations in S r,l are referred to average frequencies. Thus, in order to obtain an estimation of the global frequency f i of an item i, we need to multiplyf r,l,i byp r,l . From eqs. (36)- (39) we can compute the error bounds of this estimation. The following theorem holds. 
Proof. From eq. (36) we have that:
and from eq. (37) and eq. (38), we have that: 
and eventually, setting f s r,l,i =f r,l,ipr,l , the relation (44) follows.
Practical considerations
We conclude this Section discussing how to select proper values for the parameters k and R, which represent respectively the number of counters to be used for the Space-Saving stream summary data structure and the minimum number of rounds required to solve the Approximate Frequent items Problem in Unstructured P2P Networks. Theorem 3 proves the correctness of the algorithm providing also a theoretical guarantee about the bound ǫ on the number of false positives items. The user can increase the number of rounds R and/or increase the number of Space-Saving counters k to reduce the false positives tolerance ǫ. Fixing a given tolerance ǫ, the user has one degree of freedom to achieve it; Figure 2 plots the relationship between the values for R and k which produce a given tolerance ǫ. The relationship between k and R is given by eq. (48):
(48) Among all of the possible values for R and k, the user could follow a strategy oriented to maintain the number of rounds (hence the time) as fewer as possibile and to choose k accordingly or viceversa to maintain the number of counters (hence the space) as lower as possibile and to choose R accordingly. Let us now discuss both strategies.
With the first strategy, which can be called timedominant, the user is interested on choosing R and k which guarantee a given ǫ such that R is minimum. The eq. (48) reveals that R is a monotone decreasing function with k, hence the minimum value for R is obtained when k tends to infinity; moreover, it holds that k > 0 hence the minimum value for R can be calculated by imposing the following constraint: 
from which it follows that R > log δ + 2 log
Since R is an integer, the minimum value of R is given by:
Substituting the vale of R min provided by eq. (51) into eq. (48) for R, it is possible to obtain the value for k. With the second strategy, which can be called spacedominant, the user is interested to keeping the memory footprint as lower as possibile. The eq. (48) reveals that k is a monotone decreasing function with R hence the minimum value for k is obtained when R tends to infinity. Evaluating eq. (48) for R → ∞ it holds that the minimum value for k is given by:
Considering that k is an integer value
solving eq. (48) by ǫ * and using eq. (53) it holds that:
Since ǫ * = p * C R δ , it holds that:
Since R is an integer,
Experimental results
In order to evaluate our P2PSS algorithm we have implemented a simulator in C++ using the igraph library [18] , and carried out a series of experiments. The simulator has been compiled using the GNU C++ compiler g++ 4.8.5 on CentOS Linux 7. The tests have been performed on a machine equipped with two hexa-core Intel Xeon-E5 2620 CPUs at 2.0 GHz and 64 GB of main memory. The source code of the simulator is freely available for inspection and for reproducibility of results contacting the authors by email.
In every experiment, a global input stream of items has been generated (items are 32 bits unsigned integers, but the source code implementing the algorithm can be easily modified in order to process different types of items) following a Zipfian distribution and each peer has been assigned a distinct part of that global stream, thus simulating the scenario in which each peer processes, independently of the other peers, its own local sub-stream, and the peers collaboratively discover the frequent items in the union of their sub-streams. The experiments have been repeated 10 times setting each time a different seed for the pseudo-random number generator used for creating the input data. For each experiment execution, we collected the peers' statistics relevant for the evaluation of the algorithm (more details in the following). Then, with reference to each peer, we determined the average value of those statistics over the ten executions. At last, we computed the mean and confidence interval for each statistics over all of the peers and plotted this values.
We fixed the number of elements in the global stream at 200 millions, and varied the skew of the Zipfian distribution, ρ, the number of peers, p, the frequent items threshold, φ, the number of counters used by each peer k or the fan-out f o, setting non varying parameters to the default values. Every experiment has been carried out by generating random P2P network topologies through the Barabasi-Albert and Erdos-Renyi random graphs models. Table 1 reports the sets of values (first row) and default values (second row) used for the parameters.
The metrics computed are the Recall, the Precision, and the Average Relative Error on frequency estimation with reference to the set of frequent items candidates reported in output. Recall is defined as the fraction of frequent items retrieved by an algorithm over the total number of frequent items. Precision is the fraction of frequent items retrieved over the total number of items reported as frequent items candidates. Relative Error is defined as usual as
where f S is the frequency reported for an item and f is its true frequency. Figure 3 reports the Recall (Fig. 3a) , the Precision (Fig. 3b) and the Average Relative Error (Fig. 3c) varying the skewness of the Zipfian disribution from which the input items are drawn. Recall and Precision are always 100%, showing that the algorithm is robust enough with regard to skewness variations in the input. Moreover, Average Relative Errors on frequency estimation are very low, and in particular we note that an increase in the fan-out from 1 to 2 improves the accuracy of estimation. Figure 4 shows how P2PSS behaves with regard to variations of the threshold φ. The figure confirms a good performance of the algorithm: Recall is always 100% as well as the Precision, except for a slightly lower value for φ = 0.01. Average Relative Errors are at the same levels as for the skewness plots. Figure 5 depicts the trend for Recall, Precision and Average Relative Error with regard to the experiments where we varied the number of peers. As we expect from the theoretical analysis, here the Precision suffers a reduction and the Average Relative Error increases when the number of peers grows too much respect to the number of counters used (the default value is fixed to 2200) and the number of rounds executed (the default value is fixed to 24).
The plots related to the experiments in which we varied the number k of Space-Saving counters ( Figure 6 ) do not present particular behaviours in the interval of values tested, showing that in this case the number of counters used were always enough with regard to the number of rounds executed in order to guarantee a good accuracy.
A major sensitivity is exhibited by the algorithm when the number of rounds executed is varied, Figure 9 . We note that the Precision grows and the Average Relative Error decreases as the number of rounds increases. This behaviour is expected, given the theoretical analysis.
Overall the experiments show that our algorithm exhibits very good performance in terms of Recall, Precision, and Average Relative Error of the frequency estimation when the guidance of the theoretical analysis is taken into account in determining the number of counters used and the number of rounds to be executed. Furthermore, the algorithm proves to be very robust to variations in the skewness of the input dataset and the frequent items threshold.
Effect of churn
In order to verify the efficiency of our P2PSS algorithm in realistic P2P networks, we have carried out further experiments introducing churning based on two different models: the fail-stop model and the Yao model, proposed by Yao et al. [50] .
In the fail-stop model, a peer could leave the network with a given failure probability and the failed peers can not join the network anymore.
In the Yao model, peers randomly join and leave the network. For each peer i, a random average lifetime duration l i is generated from a Shifted Pareto distribution with parameters α = 3, β = 1 and µ = 1.01. Similarly, a random average offline duration d i is generated from a Shifted Pareto distribution with the same α and µ parameter values and with β = 2. We recall here that if X ∼ Pareto(II)(µ, β, α), i.e., X is a random variable with a Pareto Type II distribution (also named Shifted Pareto), then its cumulative distribution function is
. The values l i and d i are used to configure, for each peer i, two distributions F i and G i . The distributions G i are Shifted Pareto distributions with β = 3 and α = 2d i , whilst the distributions F i can be both Pareto distributions with β = 2, α = 2l i , or exponential distributions with λ = 1/l i . Whenever the state of a peer changes, a duration value is drawn from one of the distributions, F i or G i , based on the type of duration values (lifetime or offline) which must be generated. We carried out our experiments with both the Pareto and Exponential lifetimes variants.
In order to correctly manage the churning of the peers, the algorithm must be modified as follows. We assume that a peer can detect a neighbour failure, then: • if a peer fails before sending a push message or after receiving a pull message, that is, when no communications are ongoing, then no actions have to be performed;
• if a peer p fails before sending a pull message to peer r in response to its push message, then the peer r detects the failure and simply cancels the push-pull exchange, so that its state does not change;
• if a peer p fails after sending a push message to a peer r and before receiving the corresponding pull message, then the peer r detects the failure and restores its own local state as it was before the pushpull exchange.
When using the fail-stop model, we tested our algorithm with the default parameter values of Table  1 , varying the failure probability through the values: 0.0, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1. As shown in Figures 8a and 8b , the recall and precision metrics are not affected at all by the introduction of peer failures up to a failure probability equal to 0.1. However, as expected, Figure 8c shows that the average relative error on frequency estimations gets worse going from about 10 −6 in case of no churn to about 10 −2 when the failure probability is 0.1.
When the Yao model of churning was adopted, we tested our algorithm with the default values of Table 1 and the parameters of churning already discussed, varying the maximum number of peers and the number of rounds. Also in these cases, recall and precision are not affected by the introduction of churning. Indeed, we obtained for recall and precision varying the number of peers and the number of rounds the same plots as Figures 5a, 5b, 7a and 7b; for this reason we do not report these plots again. On the other hand, the average relative error is affected by the churning, as expected: Figures 9a and 9b are related respectively to the ARE measured varying the number of peers and the number of rounds with Pareto distributions for lifetimes, whilst Figures 9c and 9d refer to the ARE measured when using Exponential distributions for lifetimes.
Related work
In this Section, we recall the most important sequential, parallel and distributed algorithms for the frequent items problem. The items to be mined may belong to either a static dataset or, in the most general setting, to a stream. In the former case, all of the data is already available in advance, whilst in the latter data arrives or can be accessed only sequentially and in a given order; no random access to the data is allowed. Sequential algorithms can be broadly classified as either deterministic, counter-based or randomized, sketch-based. A counter-based algorithm works by updating a so called summary (or synopsis) data structure. The summary is updated at each item arrival and requires a bounded amount of memory, much smaller than that necessary for storing the entire input. Queries are answered using that summary, and the time for processing an item and computing the answer to a given query is limited. Sketch-based algorithms process items using a sketch, which is a bi-dimensional array of counters. Each input item is mapped, through hash functions, to corresponding sketch cells whose values are then updated as required by the algorithm.
The seminal counter-based algorithm proposed by Misra and Gries [42] has been independently rediscovered and improved (with regard to its computational complexity) by Demaine et al. [21] (the so-called Frequent algorithm) and Karp et al. [34] . Among the counter-based algorithms, we recall here Sticky Sampling, Lossy Counting [39] , and Space-Saving [41] . In Particular, among counter-based algorithms, SpaceSaving provides the best accuracy whilst requiring the minimum number of counters and constant time complexity to update its summary upon an item arrival. Notable sketch-based algorithms are CountSketch [13] , Group Test [17] , Count-Min [16] and hCount [33] .
Regarding parallel algorithms, [10] (slightly improved in [5] ) and [9] present message-passing based parallel versions of the Frequent and Space-Saving al- gorithms. Among the algorithms for shared-memory architectures we recall here a parallel version of Frequent [52] , a parallel version of Lossy Counting [51] , and parallel versions of Space-Saving [45] and [19] . Novel shared-memory parallel algorithms for frequent items were recently proposed in [47] . Accelerator based algorithms for frequent items exploiting a GPU (Graphics Processing Unit) include [31] , [25] , [3] and [8] .
Some applications are concerned with the problem of detecting frequent items in a stream with the additional constraint that recent items must be weighted more than former items. The underlying assumption is that recent data is certainly more useful and valuable than older, stale data. Therefore, each item in the stream has an associated timestamp that shall be used to determine its weight. In practice, instead of estimating frequency counts, an application must be able to estimate decayed counts. Two different models have been proposed in the literature: the sliding window and the time fading model.
In the sliding window model [20] [43] , freshness of recent items is captured by a time window, i.e., a temporal interval of fixed size in which only the most recent N items are taken into account; detection of frequent items is strictly related to those items falling in the window. The items in the stream become stale over time, since the window periodically slides forward.
The time fading model [15] does not use a window sliding over time; freshness of more recent items is instead emphasized by fading the frequency count of older items. This is achieved by using a decaying factor 0 < λ < 1 to compute an item's decayed count (also called decayed frequency) through decay functions that assign greater weight to more recent elements. The older an item, the lower its decayed count is: in the case of exponential decay, the weight of an item occurred n time units in the past, is e −λn , which is an exponentially decreasing quantity. Mining time faded frequent items has been investigated in [14] , [7] , [49] , [4] . A parallel message-passing based algorithm has been recently proposed in [6] .
Regarding the Correlated Heavy Hitters Problem (CHHs), an algorithm based on the nested application of Frequent has been recently presented in [36] . The outermost application mines the primary dimension, whilst the innermost one mines correlated secondary items. The main drawbacks of this algorithm, being based on Frequent, are the accuracy (which is very low), the huge amount of space required and the rather slow speed (owing to the nested summaries).
In [24] , a faster and more accurate algorithm for mining CHHs is proposed. The Cascading Space-Saving Correlated Heavy Hitters (CSSCHH) algorithm exploits the basic ideas of Space-Saving, combining two summaries for tracking the primary item frequencies and the tuple frequencies. The algorithm is referred to as Cascading Space-Saving since it is based on the use of two distinct and independent applications of Space-Saving.
Let us now discuss related work focusing on the P2P approach. Since our algorithm is designed for unstructured P2P networks and is based on a gossip protocol [22] , among the many distributed algorithms for mining frequent items (e.g., [11] , [53] , [35] , [38] , [48] , [40] ) we only discuss [46] , [12] , [37] .
The algorithms presented in [46] and [12] are very similar. Each peer starts with a local subset of the whole dataset to be mined, and it is explicitly assumed that each peer can store the whole dataset, i.e., the dataset resulting from the union of the local datasets; the whole dataset is obtained as a result of the periodic gossip exchanges, in which the peers send their local dataset, receive their neighbours' datasets and merge them; this is known as averaging gossip protocol. The number of peers can be estimated by using the same approach, in which one of the peers starts with a value equal to one and all of the others with a value equal to zero. The convergence properties of the averaging gossip protocol have been thoroughly studied in [32] , and it has been shown that each round contributes to reducing the variance around the mean value that is being computed.
In order to reduce the communication complexity, [46] suggests alternatively to exchange only the top-k most frequent items where k is a user's defined parameter. The termination condition is based on the following convergence criterion: the algorithm stops when for all of the peers, the subset consisting of the top-k items does not change for a specified number of consecutive rounds.
The algorithm presented in [12] tries to reduce the communication complexity in a different way. It uses an additional data structure, an hash table in which all the items seen are stored (these items are never deleted) and from which the algorithm randomly selects a specified number of items corresponding to a predefined message size. The termination condition is based on a convergence criterion requiring two user's defined parameters: ǫ and convLimit. If the absolute difference between the true and the estimated frequencies of all of the itemss is less than or equal to ǫ for at least convLimit consecutive rounds, the algorithm stops its execution.
It is clear from the previous discussion that [46] and [12] require space complexity linear in the length n of the dataset; this allows solving the exact problem rather than the approximate problem.
In [37] , the authors provide a randomized approach based on a random sampling of the items and the averaging gossip protocol. A random weight in the interval (0, 1) is assigned to each item. The algorithm maintains and exchanges in each round a data structure consisting of t items whose weight is the lowest, where t = 128 ψ 2 ln 3 δ , ψ is an error threshold and δ the probability of failure. Even though the authors prove the theoretical properties of their algorithm, we remark here that the approach can only detect frequent items but does not provide any kind of frequency estimation: the algorithm returns a list of items that with high probability (defined by δ) contains the frequent items (with regard to the ψ threshold). Regarding the space used, for each of the t items the algorithm stores a tuple consisting of four fields: the peer identifier, the item index in the peer's local dataset, the item value and its random weight.
We remark here that [46] , [12] do not solve the Approximate Frequent Items Problem in Unstructured P2P Networks and that [37] does not provide frequency estimation of the discovered frequent items. In contrast, our algorithm solves the Approximate Frequent Items Problem in Unstructured P2P Networks, and it does so by using very little space: each peer uses exactly the same stream summary data structure that would be used by a centralized algorithm. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, we provide the first distributed algorithm for the Approximate Frequent Items Problem in Unstructured P2P Networks using a gossip-based protocol with strong theoretical guarantees for both the Approximate Frequent Items Problem in Unstructured P2P Networks and for frequency estimation of the discovered frequent items.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have dealt with the problem of mining frequent items in unstructured P2P networks. This problem, of practical importance, has many useful applications. We have designed P2PSS, a fully decentralized, gossip-based protocol for frequent items discovery, leveraging the Space-Saving algorithm. We have formally proved the correctness and theoretical error bound of the algorithm, and shown, through extensive experimental results, that P2PSS provides very good accuracy and scalability, also in the presence of highly dynamic P2P networks with churning. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first gossip-based distributed algorithm providing strong theoretical guarantees for both the Approximate Frequent Items Problem in Unstructured P2P Networks and for frequency estimation of the discovered frequent items. 
